Introduction
There is a fundamental problem with employing mass spectrometry for bioimaging experiments, and that is, the desorbed molecules -be they derived from laser ablation or ion beam sputtering -originate from the near surface region of the sample and must be detected in a vacuum environment. Since live cells or tissue do not appreciate a vacuum very much, a great deal of effort has been devoted to sample preparation so that representative chemical information can be obtained within the confines of the mass spectrometer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The emergence of cluster projectiles with SIMS has implications for bioimaging since bombardment often leaves relatively little chemical damage on molecular surfaces, even after rather high fluences. In some cases, molecular depth profiling and 3-dimensional imaging are feasible with submicron resolution [7, 8] . These properties open new avenues for sample preparation since the surface of the sample need not necessarily be presented to the ion beam in pristine condition.
Our laboratory has been exploring many different ways of dealing with cells and tissue for imaging mass spectrometry. The ''gold standard'' in our view is freeze-fracture of frozen hydrated cells. With this approach, a thin aqueous layer containing a small number of cells is quenched in liquid ethane to form an amorphous ice structure at temperatures below 150 K [9] . Rapid cooling is essential to avoid crystallization, which can vault molecules many microns away from their original positions. This method is effective, but very tedious. We have made many comparisons to freeze-drying techniques, where water is removed from the material slowly by evacuation at room temperature or at reduced temperature. This approach almost always leads to artifacts, although they can be minimized though careful control of temperature and pressure. Other methods are currently under development, including one that utilizes trehalose as a matrix to stabilize peptides, lipids and whole cells [10] and one that involves freeze-etching frozen hydrated cells in the mass spectrometer at 150 K. A major point that has increased the flexibility of sample preparation techniques is the fact that contamination overlayers -be they ice-like or biological junkmay be removed by cluster bombardment in the mass spectrometer without insult to the arrangement of underlying molecules. In this paper, these methods will be compared using model systems, and several different cultures including tetrahymena, glial, and macrophage cell lines. The bottom line, with respect to the title of this presentation, is that the sample preparation and the nature of the projectile are intimately entangled, and new opportunities are emerging. Sample preparation is central to acquiring meaningful molecule-specific images with SIMS, especially when submicron lateral resolution is involved. The issue is to maintain the distribution of target molecules while attempting to introduce biological cells or tissue into the high vacuum environment of the mass spectrometer. Here we compare freeze-drying, freeze-etching, freeze-fracture and trehalose vitrification as possible strategies for these experiments. The results show that the prospects for successful imaging experiments are greatly improved with all of these methods when using cluster ion bombardment, particularly C 60 + ions, not only due to increased sensitivity of this projectiles, but also since it removes contamination overlayers without insult to the underlying chemistry. The emergence of 3-dimensional imaging capabilities also suggests that sample preparation should not perturb the 3-dimensional morphology of the cell, a situation not generally possible during freeze-drying. Hence, sample preparation and projectile type are strongly coupled parameters for bioimaging with mass spectrometry. ß 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Experimental methods
Tetrahymena thermophila of complementary mating types B2086 (II) and Cu428.1 (VII) were grown overnight in PPYGFe medium (2% proteose peptone, 0.1% yeast extract, 0.2% glucose, and 0.003% ferric EDTA) at 300 K with shaking. The cells were washed twice by centrifugation (400 g Â 5 min), resuspended, and shaken overnight in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 at 300 K. To initiate conjugation, the starved, complementary strains were mixed and incubated at 300 K. After allowing the cells to mix for several hours, small aliquots (5 mL) of the cell suspension were placed on 5 mm Â 5 mm silicon wafers and either fast frozen or freeze-dried.
Glial cells were harvested from 1-day-old Sprague-Dawley rat pups and separated from cerebral tissue as previously described [11] . The cells were cultured on 5 mm Â 5 mm Si shards (Ted Pella) that were coated with 0.2 mg/mL poly(L-lysine) (VWR) and 0.1 mg/ mL collagen (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were incubated until maturation was visible under a microscope.
Macrophages were cultured on sterile polystyrene cell culture flasks and incubated at 37 8C and 5% CO 2 . Two flasks containing cells were treated with 25 mg of Dye/mL of serum-free RPMI media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for 1 h, one flask was treated with 1,1 0 -dioctadecyl-3,3,3 0 ,3 0 -tetramethylindocarbocyanine (DiI) and the other was treated with 1,1 0 -dioctadecyl-3,3,3 0 ,3 0 -tetramethylindodicarbocyanine (DiD). The cells were then rinsed 5 times in the serum-free media, dislodged from their respective flasks, and placed in a Petri dish containing 5 mm Â 5 mm silicon wafers (Ted Pella, Redding, CA). The cells were allowed to settle onto the Si wafers for all sample preparation methods.
Mouse embryos were dissected according to appropriate available protocols [12] . Transverse slices were performed in PBS buffer under a dissection microscope using a scalpel. The tissue was rinsed in distilled water and frozen with liquid N 2 .
In this paper, we focus only on a few characteristic ions that indicate that the cells have not been destroyed. These include the phosphocholine headgroup fragment, C 5 H 15 NPO 4 + , at m/z 184.07, a common SIMS signal from most cells, due to the natural abundance of phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin in cell membranes. In addition, the positive ion signal at m/z 69.07 signal, from C 5 H 9 + , is a fragment from the lipid tail groups, and is ubiquitous for most sample preparations. The positive ion signals m/z 369. 4 , Au + , Au 3 + bombardment was acquired using a homebuilt ToF-SIMS spectrometer, described in detail elsewhere [13] . The spectrometer was equipped with a 40 keV C 60 + and a 25 keV Au + primary ion sources (Ionoptika Ltd., Southampton, U.K.) [14] . The C 60 + source was operated with a 300 mm diameter beam defining aperture, yielding approximately 20 pA current. The Au + probe was focused to about 250 nm and delivered from 100 to 300 pA of current. Au 3 + delivered 10-25 pA of current and was focused to 1 mm.
Results and discussion

Freeze-drying
The simplest strategy for preserving cells for analysis in vacuum is freeze-drying of cells cultured on a flat substrate such as a Si substrate. This procedure involves removing the substrate from the culture media, with no rinsing, followed by plunging the chip directly into liquid N 2 coolant. Once frozen, the substrate is transferred to a vacuum chamber for several hours at a modest pressure of 10 À6 torr where the water is removed by sublimation. The chamber remains at room temperature during this process, but the water sublimes before any melting occurs.
An example, using the tetrahymena cell line, is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this situation, the freeze-dried cells generally retain their two dimensional morphology, as seen in the brightfield optical image and the SEM images shown in Fig. 1(a and b) , respectively. However, the total ion SIMS image, and the mass selected images at m/z 184 and m/z 28 are extremely weak in the location of the cells as seen in Fig. 1(c and d) . It is clear from the optical and SEM image that residual material from the culture medium has deposited on and around the cells. Acquiring a mass spectrum from the pixels in the cell region gives a spectrum that is dominated by Na and PDMS. This material is blocking the emission of the key secondary ions, especially m/z 184, which should be of high intensity in the region of the cell.
It is certainly possible to quickly water rinse the cells to rid the freeze-dried product of residual culture material. There is significant danger of altering the morphology of the cells, due to swelling induced by osmotic pressure, as illustrated in the example presented in Fig. 2 . In this instance, the optical brightfield image of the rinsed tetrahymena cells shown in Fig. 2(a) suggest that they have lysed open. The absence of residual material, however, allows membrane-specific ions such as m/z 184 to be present in much higher intensities as seen in Fig. 2(b) . The m/z 184 signal also strongly localizes to the cell. Since the cells have experienced a great a deal of trauma during the rinsing process, detailed biological studies would be quite suspect.
Even when the procedure is highly optimized by quickly plunge-freezing the rinsed tetrahymena cells into liquid C 2 H 6 , and slowly freeze-drying to minimize water vapor wind phenomenon, there are still often experimental artifacts that complicate any interpretation. An example is shown in Fig. 3 , where the SEM image of these types of cells suggests that they are well-preserved. The SIMS images, however, clearly show that even though the m/z 184 diagnostic signal is nicely localized, the presence of m/z 69, an ubiquitous hydrocarbon ion which identifies hydrocarbon material that most likely originated in the cell, suggests leakage from cell into the surrounding areas.
Finally, it is interesting to examine the response of freeze-dried cells to cluster bombardment, even though the possibility of cell damage must still be kept in mind. A comparison of the results of total ion imaging with several different projectiles is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the amount of signal arising from the cell itself goes from nearly zero using the In + or Au + projectile, to values larger than seen from the Si substrate for Au 3 + and C 60 + bombardment. This type of effect has been reported previously for polymer beads on Si substrates [15] . The effect arises due to the much higher relative sputtering yield enhancement observed for soft materials versus harder materials such as Si. In summary, freeze-drying in its various forms often yields cells that appear to be well-preserved, but many artifacts both obvious and subtle can occur during the process. The emergence of cluster bombardment has opened many new possibilities since greatly improved signal intensities are usually observed from the cell location. It is also interesting to note that many of these artifacts are not observed until the lateral resolution is reduced to below several microns.
Trehalose vitrification
To minimize cell collapse and cell damage, we have sought to find a stabilizing matrix that helps to keep things in their original location. The disaccharide trehalose is known to preserve dehydrated biological tissue and cells [10] . Even entire trehalose producing organisms have been found to survive natural desiccation for years [16] . Hence, this material is an excellent candidate for use such as a stabilizing matrix, and we have worked to add this step to the freeze-drying process. The main advantage is that the 3-dimensional integrity of the cell membrane is preserved while maintaining the possibility of achieving submicron lateral resolution.
An example of glial cells prepared for SIMS imaging via trehalose vitrification is shown in Fig. 5 . The procedure is quite straightforward. Trehalose is added directly to the culture media. After several hours incubation, the culture media is rinsed away with a PBS buffer solution with 50-100 mM trehalose. Then there is a final rinse in a 50-100 mM trehalose, 0.3% glycerol, water solution. Since disaccharides are natural cryoprotectants, fastfreezing is not necessary. The cells are then frozen in liquid nitrogen, and dried in vacuum at 10 À6 torr. In Fig. 5(a) , the total ion SIMS image from 20 keV Au + ion bombardment shows detailed morphological structure, with the cell nucleus bulge clearly visible. In Fig. 5(c) , the m/z 184 ion is shown to be localized with the cell, cell processes and nuclear bulge in the membrane without any apparent artifacts. The preparation is also amenable to C 60 + ion Practically then, trehalose offers a platform where cells can be analyzed at room temperature in their native morphology. The disaccharide matrix offers to minimize the financial and time investments incident to analysis of frozen samples. While amorphous ice provides the most native cellular preservation, frozen samples are particularly susceptible to condensation in vacuo, which can prevent resolving and profiling fine cellular domains, such as those found in the cellular membrane. A matrix which facilitates long term storage and analysis and 3-dimensional preservation, may be the model platform for time intensivestudies, such as depth profiling of biological cells.
Freeze-etching
Another strategy for maintaining the 3-dimensional morphology of cells is to prepare them in a frozen-hydrated state. We have explored several approaches to this challenging sample preparation method. The simplest procedure is to culture the cells directly on a Si substrate, wash the cell surface quickly, within a few seconds, with distilled water to remove the culture medium, and then plunge freeze the entire construct into liquid C 2 H 6 . The plunge freezing minimizes ice crystallization which can vault molecules many microns away from their original location. This sample may then be stored under liquid nitrogen indefinitely. For SIMS imaging, the cold sample is removed from the liquid nitrogen and inserted directly into the cooled sample stage of the mass spectrometer. During this transfer, ice crystals inevitably deposit on the cell surface, preventing a meaningful analysis. However, in vacuum, we have found it is possible to slowly warm the sample at 5 K/min to a final temperature of 190 K. At this point, the water on top of the cell is slowly subliming without allowing crystallization. After about 1 h, a time determined by monitoring the process with a video camera, the sample is recooled to less than 100 K for imaging. Although a small amount of ice condenses on the sample surface during cooling, positive SIMS ion yields are found to be enhanced by about a factor of 2 due to the presence of this layer [17] .
An example of images produced with this procedure is shown in Fig. 6 using rat oligodendrocytes as a model. Note that the optical image in Fig. 6(a) shows well-defined morphology with processes of $1 mm in diameter clearly seen extending from the cell body.
These features are retained for the total ion image, and the molecule-specific image shown in Fig. 6(c and d) , respectively. Overall, this approach is slightly less complicated than in situ freeze-fracture, and provides results that are generally as reliable.
C 60 -etching
The observation that C 60 bombardment allows molecular depth profiling in many cases suggests that the preparation techniques discussed above may be modified and improved. The basic idea is to culture cells in the laboratory environment and transfer them directly to the mass spectrometer at cryogenic temperatures. The C 60 etching is then utilized to remove any residual contamination overlayer without insult to the underlying material.
An example of the application of this idea is shown in Fig. 7 . For the top two images, Fig. 7(a and b) , a 300 nm film of cholesterol was deposited onto a Si substrate covered with a Cu grid by physical vapor deposition. After deposition, the grid was removed to produce the resulting patterned film with an interface width between the Si and cholesterol of about 2 mm. The film was then inserted into liquid N 2 , and transferred in air to the mass spectrometer. The initial image shows a rather uniform coverage of m/z 18, with the underlying pattern barely visible. After etching with a dose of 10 13 C 60 + ions/cm 2 , the water overlayer is completely removed, exposing the patterned cholesterol film underneath. For the two images on the right hand side, Figs. 7(c and d), respectively, a macrophage cell is cultured directly onto a Si wafer and flash-frozen as described above. After transfer to the mass spectrometer, the image is largely covered with water-ice as indicated by the blue color at m/z 18. After etching with a dose of 10 13 C 60 + ions/cm 2 , the m/z 184 ion is clearly revealed and is welllocalized to the macrophage. These results certainly suggest that it is no longer necessary to worry as much about contamination overlayers during the sample preparation process. The C 60 -etching method may also be useful for a number of freeze-dried samples. In preliminary experiments with a freezedried mouse embryo, we find that the drying process results in the smearing of the m/z 184 signal and the m/z 369 signal as shown in Fig. 8(a-c) . Using the hypothesis that the redistribution chemistry may be less violent within the cell, we utilized C 60 etching to remove the redistributed layer to uncover a less disturbed portion of the sample. To estimate the sputter depth, values for sputter yield and molecular density from previous experiments involving trehalose, were utilized. Therefore, the fluence corresponds to the removal of roughly 30-40 nm of material. As a result of sputtering, a decrease in m/z 184 was observed as expected, while the m/z 369 signal increased from nonexistent. At this point, as is clear from Fig. 7(d-f ) that both the m/z 184 signal and the m/z 369 signal are well localized to the cell. This preliminary result suggests that the redistribution of cholesterol is largely a surface phenomenon, and may remain undisturbed in the bulk of the tissue. These observations will obviously need to be tested more rigorously, but they suggest that the use of cluster bombardment may open new ways to preserve chemical localization. 
Freeze-fracture of frozen-hydrated cells
We believe that the safest way to preserve the 3-dimensional cell morphology and chemical arrangement to submicron precision is by freeze-fracture of frozen-hydrated cells directly within the confines of the mass spectrometer. There is considerable evidence that the presence of water as well as preserving the native bilayer structure, provides an optimal environment for ionization [18] [19] [20] . This strategy has already led to a number of successful applications including the quantitative assay of cholesterol in macrophage cells [21] and the observation of lipid rearrangement in the highly curved membranes of mating tetrahymena cells [22] . However, there are still artifacts with this technique that need to be considered. An example is shown in Fig. 9 where different freeze-fracture situations result either in undesirable topography or an unacceptable levels of sample charging. Three situations are compared using the m/z 69 species to represent ubiquitous hydrocarbon, and the m/z 184 peak to indicate membrane composition. If the ice layer is too thick, as seen in Fig. 9(a and  b) , the samples charge very badly under atomic ion bombardment as indicated by very weak signals. Current efforts to neutralize this sample charging, using an electron flood gun, have been unsuccessful. If the ice layer is too thin, as seen in Fig. 9(c and   d) , the morphology of the cell creates shadowing effects which make quantitative interpretation very difficult. Moreover, these samples are subject to rapid warming during transfer which often is accompanied by chemical smearing as noted in Fig. 9(c) . Only when the ice thickness is on the order of the same thickness of the cell, in this case about 10 mm, is a uniform distribution of m/z 69 observed across the cell, indicating the non-uniform distribution of m/z 184 has biological significance. This last situation provides the cleanest representation of the chemistry of cells that we have seen using any of the other sample preparation protocols.
Until now, this cell line has only been examined with 15 keV In + ion bombardment, due to instrumental constraints in our laboratory. We are anxious to utilize C 60 + ion bombardment to image these cells for comparison purposes. If what we have learned from the earlier discussions holds true for the freeze-fracture methodology, the use of C 60 should greatly reduce the charging problems associated with thicker ice films and should obviate the need for very thin ice layers.
Conclusions
Here we have described a number of preparation techniques under development in our laboratory applicable to SIMS imaging experiments on single biological cells. It is essential to appreciate that the strategy for these types of systems is very different than for the characterization of tissue slices where the image field of view and lateral resolution requirements may differ by orders of magnitude. The strategies described here are by no means the only possible approaches. Other workers have proposed rinsing with ammonium acetate [23] to remove remnants of the culture medium, and others have used fixative agents [24, 25] and imprints of cells in metal foil [26] to maintain chemical localization. All of these methods deserve further research to broaden the tools available for SIMS users.
There are a few issues which are coming to the forefront of our thinking. First, it is clear that 3-dimensional imaging has enormous potential, given the properties of cluster bombardment. For 3-dimensional imaging to work properly, the 3-dimensional structure of the cell must be preserved to a very high level of precision, given that the depth resolution of SIMS in this modality is on the order of 20 nm or less. Hence, we are skeptical that simple freeze-drying methods will be good enough to allow reliable data to be acquired. Secondly, the advent of cluster bombardment opens new possibilities for sample preparation. The removal of contamination overlayers without insulting the underlying cell is certainly an important characteristic when dealing with cryogenic samples, or when using sugar to prevent cell rupture. In summary, then, successful SIMS imaging at the single cell level is critically dependent upon the choice of sample preparation protocols. There are many options available, but the emergence of cluster ion beams adds new dimensions to these options. Hence, both sample preparation and the nature of the projectile are equally important to acquiring successful information. 
